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Abstract

The requital and religious beliefs can be effective in society’s conceptions 

in all of its aspects. Among this credence is the incident of Kerbela and 

its occult valuations which influenced the different aspects of social, 

political and cultural of life in the extent that a collection of ritual-religious 

ceremonies with the name of passion plays and Shabihkhani has been 

appeared for the revival of this incident. In the city of Birjand, in south 

Khorasan, for the consequences of the prevailing social, political and 

cultural circumstances in various periods several Husseiniyeh mosques has 

been established for mourning. The outstanding ones of them is the new 

Shokatiyeh Husseiniyeh Mosques. The goal of the present research is the 

knowledge and inspection of the manner of standing the ritual ceremonies 

of passion plays up in new Shokatiyeh Husseiniyeh Mosques as one of the 

magnificent buildings of Birjand city in the Qajar dynasty. This research 

has been accomplished with descriptive-analytic method. The knowledge 

of the framework and architectural materials of Husseiniyeh Mosques and 

also the awareness of the manner of the passion play celebrations has been 
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performed on the base of library studies, field observations and interview 

with well-informed persons. On the base of this research findings, 

although the Shokatiyeh Husseiniyeh Mosques along the passing of time 

has a continuous training and religious administrations, but its framework 

aperture such that which the first glance of the building verifies that it has 

suitability for performing the religious and ritual ceremonies of Passion 

play. This construction also at present time can be responsible for its ritual 

administration in the field of holding Passion play ceremonies, Shabihkhani 

)religious representation( and the other national and religious etiquettes 

with its single porch and extensive courtyard, porticos, perimeter vaults 

and rectangular platform in the middle of courtyard.
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